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F;YAE]>BG@>ABhÿ;ÿYFA??;[ÿE>Y;ÿYGFFD>B_ÿÿ®ª«ÿGCC;C;?ÿI>_UhÿpWcMÿO>@=ÿGÿ̄°«±¨¯²³ÿC>B;ÿ@=G@ÿ;^QF;??;?ÿfF;ÿ
F;YAE]>BG?;ÿ>BÿQFA_;B>@AFÿY;CC?ÿ@=FAZ_=AZ@ÿF;@>BGCÿ[;R;CAQE;B@hÿLAÿYABrFEÿ?ZYY;??HZCÿF;YAE]>BG@>ABÿAHÿ@=;ÿ
ÿ́A^;[ÿF;_>ABdÿO;ÿQ;FHAFE;[ÿqL\fÿHAFÿZBF;YAE]>B;[ÿÿvcÿZ?>B_ÿNF>E;Fÿi;@ÿbPÿCAYG@;[ÿ>Bÿ@=;ÿ
fj\;^Y>?;[ÿF;_>ABÿI>_hÿWcMhÿc@ÿWVdÿ@=;ÿF;@>BG?ÿAHÿ=;@;FAtD_AZ?ÿIµ³MÿGB[ÿ=AEAtD_AZ?ÿI¶·MÿSBAYS\
AZ@ÿE>Y;ÿ;^QF;??;[ÿss¸ÿGB[ÿbu¸ÿAHÿBAFEGCÿGEAZB@?ÿAHÿÿEvcdÿF;?Q;Y@>R;CDÿI>_hÿW¹MhÿLAÿF;R;GCÿ@=;ÿ;^@;B@ÿ
AHÿÿSBAYSAZ@ÿIJyMÿG@ÿ@=;ÿY;CCZCGFÿC;R;CdÿO;ÿQ;FHAFE;[ÿÿÿ=D]F>[>tG@>ABÿI>_hÿWJd̀MÿO>@=ÿGÿQFA];ÿ?Q;Y>rYÿ
HAFÿZBF;YAE]>B;[ÿÿvcÿI>_hÿWcMhÿfAEQGF;[ÿ@Aÿ̄²³º³»ÿC>@@;FEG@;?ÿI>_hÿWJMdÿ@=;ÿEG¼AF>@DÿAHÿF;@>BGCÿY;CC?ÿ>Bÿ
¶·ÿF;@>BG?ÿBAÿCAB_;Fÿ]AZB[ÿQ½¾F½A];dÿGC@=AZ_=ÿGÿH;OÿY;CC?ÿF;EG>B;[ÿQA?>@>R;ÿHAFÿÿ@FGB?YF>Q@ÿI>_hÿW`Mhÿ;ÿ
@=Z?ÿF;H;Fÿ@Aÿ@=;ÿ=AEAtD_AZ?ÿ¿ÿ̄°«±¨¯²³ÿE>Y;ÿG?ÿ¶·ÿIAFÿ¶·Mh
¡¢¢£ÿ{À¤{¤ÿ¤}|{|ÿ{À¤|ÿÿ{~ÿ}¤ÿLAÿ[;@;FE>B;ÿ@=;ÿYAB?;qZ;BY;ÿAHÿÿ[;rY>;BYDÿABÿ
AR;FGCCÿF;@>BGCÿHZBY@>ABdÿO;ÿQ;FHAFE;[ÿ;C;Y@FAF;@>BA_FGQ=DÿIjnMÿG@ÿWÿEAB@=ÿAHÿG_;ÿIWKyMhÿeA@=ÿ[GFS\G[GQ@;[ÿ
GB[ÿC>_=@\G[GQ@;[ÿF;?QAB?;ÿOGR;HAFE?ÿHFAEÿ¶·ÿE>Y;ÿ?=AO;[ÿcÿOGR;?dÿeÿOGR;?ÿGB[ÿA?Y>CCG@AFDÿQA@;B@>GC?dÿ
O>@=ÿCG@;BY>;?ÿYAEQGFG]C;ÿ@Aÿ̄²³º³»ÿC>@@;FEG@;ÿYAB@FAC?ÿI>_hÿbcdgMhÿTAO;R;Fdÿ¶·ÿGEQC>@Z[;?ÿO;F;ÿEGFS\
;[CDÿ[;YF;G?;[ÿI>_hÿbcXjMÿGYFA??ÿEA?@ÿAHÿ@=;ÿFGB_;ÿAHÿC>_=@ÿ>B@;B?>@>;?ÿ@;?@;[ÿZB[;Fÿ]A@=ÿYAB[>@>AB?hÿvA@G]CDdÿ@=;ÿ
[GFS\G[GQ@;[ÿGEQC>@Z[;ÿF;[ZY@>AB?ÿO;F;ÿ[>?QFAQAF@>ABGCCDÿ_F;G@;FÿHAFÿeÿ@=GBÿcÿOGR;?ÿI>_hÿbMdÿ?Z__;?@>B_ÿ@=G@ÿ
¶·ÿF;@>BG?ÿBA@ÿABCDÿ=GR;ÿFA[mYAB;ÿ[D?HZBY@>ABdÿ]Z@ÿGC?Aÿ[;rY>@?ÿ>BÿR>?ZGCÿ?>_BGCÿ@FGB?E>??>ABÿHFAEÿQ=A@AF;\
Y;Q@AF?ÿ@Aÿ>BB;FÿB;ZFAB?hÿ: ;?;ÿ[;H;Y@?ÿ[>[ÿBA@ÿOAF?;BÿO>@=ÿG_;ÿZQÿ@AÿuÿEAB@=?ÿI[G@GÿBA@ÿ?=AOBMÿGF_Z>B_ÿG_G>B?@ÿ
QFA_F;??>R;ÿ[;_;B;FG@>ABÿ>Bÿ@=>?ÿEA[;Chÿ>BGCCDdÿ]A@=ÿ=;@;FAtD_AZ?ÿC>@@;FEG@;?ÿIµ³MÿGB[ÿ̄²³¨;^QF;??>B_ÿE>Y;ÿ
CGYS>B_ÿ́A^;[ÿÿGCC;C;?ÿ?=AO;[ÿABCDÿBAB\?>_B>rYGB@ÿE>BAFÿF;[ZY@>AB?ÿ>Bÿ@=;>Fÿc\ÿGB[ÿe\OGR;ÿGEQC>@Z[;?ÿF;C\
G@>R;ÿ@Aÿ̄²³º³»ÿYAB@FAC?ÿI>_hÿbedfdjMdÿ>B[>YG@>B_ÿ@=G@ÿÿ[;rY>;BYDdÿBA@ÿ̄²³ÿ;^QF;??>ABÿ>@?;CHdÿ>?ÿF;?QAB?>]C;ÿHAFÿ
¶·ÿHZBY@>ABGCÿ[;rY>@?h
¡¢¢£ÿ{À¤{¤ÿ}¤{|ÿ{ÿ{|Áÿ¤}~~ÿÂ{¤§ÿ{ÿ{ÿ~{|ÿLAÿ[;@;FE>B;ÿ>Hÿ
¶·ÿR>?ZGCÿHZBY@>ABGCÿ[;rY>@?ÿ?@;EÿHFAEÿG]BAFEGCÿF;@>BGCÿGFY=>@;Y@ZF;dÿO;ÿ;^GE>B;[ÿ=;EG@A^DC>B\GB[\;A?>Bÿ
ITÃjMX?@G>B;[ÿbVÿF;@>BGCÿYFA??\?;Y@>AB?ÿI>_hÿUMhÿ¶·ÿDAZB_ÿG[ZC@ÿF;@>BG?ÿCAAS;[ÿ_FA??CDÿBAFEGCÿO>@=ÿ
O;CC\?;QGFG@;[ÿB;ZFABGCÿCGD;F?dÿ]Z@ÿGQQ;GF;[ÿ@=>BB;Fÿ@=GBÿ̄²³º³»ÿYAB@FAC?ÿI>_hÿUedcMhÿ;ÿE;G?ZF;[ÿ@=;ÿ@=>YS\
B;??ÿAHÿ@=;ÿO=AC;ÿF;@>BGÿGB[ÿAHÿ>B[>R>[ZGCÿBZYC;GFÿCGD;F?ÿG@ÿRGF>AZ?ÿ[>?@GBY;?ÿHFAEÿ@=;ÿAQ@>YÿB;FR;ÿ=;G[ÿI>_hÿUfX
jMhÿ:;ÿAR;FGCCÿF;@>BGCÿ@=>YSB;??ÿOG?ÿ?>_B>rYGB@CDÿF;[ZY;[ÿABÿ]A@=ÿ@=;ÿ?ZQ;F>AFÿGB[ÿ>BH;F>AFÿ?>[;ÿYAEQGF;[ÿ@Aÿ
¯²³º³»ÿC>@@;FEG@;?ÿI>_hÿUfMhÿcC@=AZ_=ÿ]A@=ÿyv`ÿI>_hÿUgMÿGB[ÿlv`ÿI>_hÿUjMÿO;F;ÿ@=>BB;Fÿ>Bÿ¶·ÿF;@>BG?dÿ
ABCDÿ@=;ÿlv`ÿY=GB_;?ÿF;GY=;[ÿ?@G@>?@>YGCÿ?>_B>rYGBY;dÿ?Z__;?@>B_ÿ@=G@ÿ@=>YSB;??ÿF;[ZY@>ABÿAHÿ¶·ÿF;@>BG?ÿ>?ÿ
CGF_;CDÿG@@F>]Z@G]C;ÿ@Aÿ[;YF;G?;?ÿ>Bÿlv`ÿY;CC?ÿGB[ÿ@=;>FÿQFAY;??;?m?DBGQ?;?h
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z{|}~ÿÿ]^^_ÿ;AOK;??C@DÿCDÿB@N?;ÿK;JCD=ÿ=DEÿCJ?ÿL@DECJC@D=>ÿrD@Lr@NJUÿQXÿiC=PK=Bÿ@wÿB@N?;ÿ]^^_ÿL@ECDPÿ
?;N;DL;ÿ?c@bCDPÿJc;ÿO@?CJC@D?ÿ@wÿJc;ÿL=J=>SJCLÿRHyÿE@B=CDÿ=DEÿJc;ÿÿ?CJ;?ÿ=DrCDPÿJc;ÿDNL>;=Kÿ>@L=>C=JC@Dÿ
?CPD=>?ÿ;DL@E;EÿCDÿ;A@D?ÿuIs Uÿ;ÿoCDECDPÿ?CJ;?ÿw@KÿJc;ÿÿÿOK@o;ÿQK;Eÿ?@>CEÿ>CD;Xÿ=DEÿJb@ÿO=CK?ÿ@wÿxyIZxÿ
OKCB;K?ÿQ=KK@b?ÿ?;N;DL;?ÿPCM;DÿCDÿRNOO>;B;DJ=KSÿy=o>;ÿRWXÿ=K;ÿCDECL=J;EUÿQXÿN=DJCJ=JCM;ÿxyIZxÿ=D=>S?;?ÿ
@wÿ]^^_ÿBxlYÿwK@BÿJc;ÿCDECL=J;EÿO@?JD=J=>ÿ=P;?ÿN?CDPÿZKCB;KÿR;JÿW\ÿOK;?;DJ;Eÿ=?ÿw@>Eÿ;AOK;??C@DÿK;>=JCM;ÿJ@ÿ
Z[ÿ?=BO>;?\ÿbCJcÿ;KK@Kÿo=K?ÿK;OK;?;DJCDPÿ?J=DE=KEÿ;KK@Kÿ@wÿB;=DÿQRHv\ÿDÿÿuXUÿÿÿ[U[ÿo=?;Eÿ@Dÿ@D;Ib=Sÿ
YlkYÿbCJcÿyNr;S?ÿBN>JCO>;ÿL@BO=KC?@D?UÿQ ¡XÿÿÿcSoKCEC=JC@Dÿ@wÿ]^^_ÿQK;EXÿbCJcÿiYZnÿDNL>;=Kÿ?J=CDÿ
Qo>N;XÿCDÿK;JCD=>ÿLK@??I?;LJC@D?ÿ@wÿbC>EÿJSO;ÿQd¢£¤ ¥¦ÿ§XÿBCL;ÿ=JÿJc;ÿCDECL=J;EÿE;M;>@OB;DJ=>ÿJCB;ÿO@CDJ?Uÿl@J;ÿ
Jc=JÿJc;ÿ?CPD=>ÿCDJ;D?CJSÿCDLK;=?;?ÿCDÿJb@ÿCDD;KÿK;JCD=>ÿ>=S;K?ÿ=JÿZWsÿL@BO=K;EÿJ@ÿ;=K>C;Kÿ=P;?Uÿl¨mID;NK@o>=?Jÿ
>=S;KÿqmIP=DP>C@DÿL;>>ÿ>=S;KÿklmI@NJ;KÿDNL>;=Kÿ>=S;KÿnlmICDD;KÿDNL>;=Kÿ>=S;KUÿRL=>;ÿo=Kÿ©ÿNBÿw@KÿZ=D;>?ÿ
\ÿi\ÿ=DEÿHInUÿQªXÿN=DJCJ=JCM;ÿxyIZxÿ=D=>S?;?ÿ@wÿ]^^_ÿBxlYÿ;AOK;??C@DÿN?CDPÿZKCB;KÿR;JÿUÿ;ÿK;?N>J?ÿ
=K;ÿOK;?;DJ;Eÿ=?ÿw@>Eÿ;AOK;??C@DÿK;>=JCM;ÿJ@ÿdefgfhÿ>CJJ;KB=J;ÿ?=BO>;?\ÿbCJcÿ;KK@Kÿo=K?ÿK;OK;?;DJCDPÿRHvÿ
QDÿÿuXUÿÿÿ[U[ÿL@BO=K;EÿJ@ÿdefgfhÿoSÿ@D;Ib=SÿYlkYÿbCJcÿyNr;S?ÿBN>JCO>;ÿL@BO=KC?@D?UÿQ«\¬Xÿÿÿ
cSoKCEC=JC@DÿbCJcÿ]^^_ÿOK@o;ÿ@DÿK;JCD=>ÿLK@??I?;LJC@D?ÿ@wÿWIB@DJcÿ@>Eÿdefgfhÿ=DEÿ]^^_`aÿBCL;U
:;ÿ=>?@ÿ;A=BCD;EÿFGHI?J=CD;EÿK;JCD=>ÿ?;LJC@D?ÿ=JÿM=KC@N?ÿO@?JD=J=>ÿ=P;?ÿQRNOO>;B;DJ=KSÿTCPUÿRWXUÿYJÿZ[\ÿ
]^^_`aÿK;JCD=?ÿb;K;ÿ=>K;=ESÿ?>CPcJ>SÿJcCDD;KÿJc=DÿdefgfhÿL@DJK@>?ÿQRNOO>;B;DJ=KSÿTCPUÿRWYIiXUÿYJÿZj\ÿ]^^_`aÿ
K;JCD=?ÿ?c@b;EÿD@KB=>ÿklmÿ=DEÿnlmÿ?;O=K=JC@DÿQRNOO>;B;DJ=KSÿTCPUÿRWTÿM?ÿRWHX\ÿoNJÿb;K;ÿ?CPDCpL=DJ>SÿJcCDI
D;KÿJc=DÿdefgfhÿL@DJK@>?\ÿO=KJCLN>=K>SÿJc;ÿnlmÿQRNOO>;B;DJ=KSÿTCPUÿRWqInXUÿ]^^_`aÿK;JCD=ÿ=DEÿnlmÿJcCLrD;??ÿ
K;ENLJC@D?ÿO;K?C?J;Eÿ=JÿZWsÿQRNOO>;B;DJ=KSÿTCPUÿRWtIlXÿ=DEÿCDJ@ÿS@NDPÿ=EN>Jc@@EÿQTCPUÿuXUÿv@KOc@B;JKCLÿ
=D=>S?;?ÿO;Kw@KB;Eÿ=JÿjÿB@DJc?ÿ?c@b;Eÿ=ÿ?CBC>=KÿO=JJ;KDÿQRNOO>;B;DJ=KSÿTCPUÿRWkIRX\ÿL@D?C?J;DJÿbCJcÿJc;ÿK;>=I
JCM;>SÿL@D?J=DJÿHxqÿ=BO>CJNE;ÿK;ENLJC@D?Uÿy@P;Jc;K\ÿJc;?;ÿK;?N>J?ÿ?NPP;?JÿJc=JÿJc;ÿwNDLJC@D=>ÿ=DEÿB@KOc@>@PCL=>ÿ
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:;<=>?ÿABÿDEFGHIJIFHKLJMINOÿPDQRSÿNLNETUFUÿJVÿWXXYZ[ÿOKGFÿNL\ÿEKHHFIONHFÿGJLHIJEU]ÿ^_JEFÿNLKONEÿ\NI`a
N\NbHF\ÿPcdeSÿNL\ÿEKM_HaN\NbHF\ÿPfghSÿiNU_ÿDQRUÿjFIFÿbFIVJIOF\ÿJLÿklmÿOKGF]ÿPcgfSÿDnNObEFÿjNoFVJIOUÿ
KLÿIFUbJLUFÿHJÿH_FÿpIKM_HFUHÿEKM_HÿiNU_ÿKLHFLUKHTÿHFUHF\]ÿPqgeghSÿlFNLÿ\NI`aN\NbHF\ÿrÿNL\ÿsÿNL\ÿEKM_HaN\NbHF\ÿ
sÿjNoFÿNObEKHt\FUÿjFIFÿMINb_F\ÿoU]ÿUHKOtEtUÿEKM_HÿKLHFLUKHT]ÿDIIJIÿpNIUÿIFbIFUFLHÿuDlvÿwxÿyÿz]z{ÿIFENHKoFÿHJÿ
|}~~ÿGJLHIJEUÿpTÿHjJajNTÿIFbFNHF\ÿOFNUtIFUÿrmrÿNL\ÿt`FTUÿOtEHKbEFÿGJObNIKUJLUÿPLÿÿS]ÿP:SÿNI`a
N\NbHF\ÿWXXYZ[ÿrÿNL\ÿsÿjNoFÿNObEKHt\FUÿVJIÿH_FÿoFÿpIKM_HFUHÿiNU_ÿKLHFLUKHKFUÿHFUHF\ÿjFIFÿLJIONEKF\ÿHJÿH_Fÿ
IFUbFGHKoFÿOFNLÿ|}~~ÿNObEKHt\FUÿNL\ÿMINb_F\]

:;<=>?ÿBÿDÿUHNKLKLMÿJVÿ|}~~ÿPcSÿNL\ÿWXXYZ[ÿPqSÿIFHKLNEÿGIJUUaUFGHKJLUÿNHÿ]ÿPedhSÿlJIb_JOFHIKGÿ
tNLHKGNHKJLÿJVÿIFHKLNEÿENTFIÿH_KG`LFUUÿNHÿH_FÿKL\KGNHF\ÿbJUKHKJLUÿVIJOÿH_FÿJbHKGÿLFIoFÿ_FN\ÿPmS]ÿuÿNL\ÿ
ÿKL\KGNHFÿOFNUtIFOFLHUÿHN`FLÿkzztOÿVIJOÿH_FÿUtbFIKJIÿJIÿKLVFIKJIÿF\MFÿJVÿH_FÿIFHKLN]ÿwxÿyÿz]z{vÿwwxÿyÿz]zkvÿ
wwwxÿyÿz]zzkvÿwwwwxÿyÿz]zzzkgÿpNUF\ÿJLÿHjJajNTÿrmrÿjKH_ÿIFbFNHF\ÿOFNUtIFUÿNL\ÿuK\N`UÿOtEHKbEFÿ
GJObNIKUJLUÿHFUHÿPLÿÿS]ÿKUHJEJMKGÿIFUtEHUÿNHÿJH_FIÿNMFUÿNIFÿU_JjLÿKLÿutbbEFOFLHNITÿKM]ÿuk]ÿFEEÿ\FNH_ÿKLÿ
\FoFEJbKLMÿIFHKLNUÿNUUFUUF\ÿpTÿKOOtLJUHNKLKLMÿVJIÿEFNoF\ÿNUbNUFÿÿKUÿU_JjLÿKLÿutbbEFOFLHNITÿKM]ÿu]
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ÿÿ=DDÿ=UÿJKKLÿA<ÿ>CBA<:@ÿI>=PC<AB=>ÿTC@@Dÿ>CDO@BDÿA<ÿI>=@AUC>:BA=<ÿ:<GÿTC@@ÿTfT@CÿGCUCTBDRÿd¡jÿA^aÿ
A??O<=DB:A<A<PÿdP>CC<jÿU=>ÿI>=@AUC>:BAHCÿTC@@DÿWABFÿ_¢ÿ<OT@C:>ÿDB:A<ÿd;@OCjÿ=Uÿ>CBA<:@ÿT>=DDYDCTiBA=<DÿA<ÿ ÿ
djVÿJKKL ÿd£jÿ:<GÿJKKLMNÿd¡jÿ?ATCÿ:Bÿ_`Rÿd¤jÿ¥O:<BA[T:BA=<ÿ=UÿA^aÿÿTC@@DÿA<ÿBF>CCÿ]``ÿ¦? ÿ>CPA=<Dÿ
IC>ÿT>=DDYDCTBA=<VÿBF>CCÿT>=DDYDCTBA=<DÿIC>ÿD:?I@Cÿ:<GÿBF>CCÿD:?I@CDÿIC>ÿPC<=BfICRÿ§CDO@BDÿ:>CÿGADI@:fCGÿ:Dÿ
?C:<ÿÿe\ÿd<ÿ̈ÿZjRÿd©ª«jÿ_F=DIF=YFADB=<CÿZÿd_ZjÿA??O<=DB:A<A<PÿdP>CC<jÿWABFÿ_¢ÿd;@OCjÿ=UÿBFCÿ
D:?CÿD:?I@CDÿU=>ÿTC@@DÿA<ÿ?AB=BATÿdYjÿIF:DCÿ=UÿBFCÿTC@@ÿTfT@CRÿd¬jÿ¥O:<BA[T:BA=<ÿ=UÿBFCÿ<O?;C>ÿ=UÿA^aÿTC@@Dÿ
I=DABAHCÿU=>ÿ_ZÿIC>ÿT>=DDYDCTBA=<Vÿ<=>?:@ACGÿB=ÿBFCÿ<O?;C>ÿA<ÿ ÿDCTBA=<DRÿcCÿ>CDO@BDÿ:>CÿGADI@:fCGÿ:Dÿ
?C:<ÿÿe\RÿdjÿS=ÿGCBC>?A<CÿeYIF:DCÿTC@@DÿA<ÿ_`ÿ>CBA<:DVÿ\GÿW:DÿA<®CTBCGÿ¢_ÿA<B=ÿ_`ÿ?=ODCÿIOIDVÿ:<Gÿ>CBA<:Dÿ
F:>HCDBCGÿbÿF=O>Dÿ@:BC>Rÿd¯ª°jÿ\Gÿ@:;C@CGÿTC@@DÿdP>CC<jÿWABFÿ_¢ÿd;@OCjÿA<ÿ>CBA<:@ÿT>=DDYDCiTBA=<Dÿ=UÿF:>HCDBCGÿ
>CBA<:DRÿd±jÿ¥O:<BA[T:BA=<ÿ=UÿBFCÿ<O?;C>ÿ=UÿA^aÿTC@@Dÿ>C:TBAHCÿU=>ÿ\GÿA<ÿBF>CCÿ]``ÿ¦? ÿ>CPA=<DÿIC>ÿT>=DDY
DCTBA=<Vÿ>C@:BAHCÿB=ÿBFCÿ<O?;C>ÿA<ÿ ÿDCTBA=<DRÿcCÿ>CDO@BDÿ:>CÿGADI@:fCGÿ:Dÿ?C:<ÿÿe\Rÿ²³ÿ́ÿ̀R̀Vÿ<RDRÿ̈ÿ<=Bÿ
DAP<A[T:<Bÿ;fÿBW=YW:fÿµ¶·ÿWABFÿSOkCfḐÿ?O@BAI@CÿT=?I:>AD=<Dÿd<ÿ̈ÿZjRÿ<BA;=GfÿA<U=>?:BA=<ÿADÿPAHC<ÿA<ÿ
eOII@C?C<B:>fÿS:;@CÿeiRÿ§CGOTBA=<DÿA<ÿI>=@AUC>:BA<PÿTC@@DÿWC>Cÿ:@D=ÿGCBCTBCGÿA<ÿJKKLMNÿ>CBA<:Dÿ:Bÿ_Zÿ:<Gÿ_ÿ
ODA<Pÿ\GÿIO@DCY@:;C@A<PÿdeOII@C?C<B:>fÿgAPRÿeZjR
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NOLPÿs£HJPÿ¥i;=A@@ÿ̀GwB;ÿ=;B<@CBÿB<MM>=CÿX;@@ÿX>[M>BOCO>:ÿXWA:L;BÿA:YÿA@C;=;Yÿ:;<=>:_C>_L@OAÿ=ACO>ÿK=>[ÿCW;ÿ
@AC;ÿ BÿO:ÿdeefghÿ=;CO:AÿFNOLBÿ£ÿA:Yÿ]JP
>ÿiA@OYAC;ÿGwB;ÿ=;B<@CBÿ̀b;ÿM;=K>=[;Yÿ_ÿ>:ÿB;@;XC;YÿL;:;BÿK>=ÿCW;ÿB;i;=;@Eÿ=;Y<X;YÿqÿB;Cÿ
FNOLPÿ^HJÿA:Yÿ[>Y;=AC;@EÿO:X=;AB;Yÿ=>Y½X>:;ÿB;CBÿFNOLPÿ^JPÿ>:BOBC;:CÿbOCWÿGwB;ÿ=;B<@CBÿ̀CW=;;ÿq_BM;XOcXÿ
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ÿÿXYYFÿH;k_T;<_oÿGNQ;M=ÿQ[;ÿM;QT<GNÿ_;NNÿQoP;ÿ_RuPR=TQTR<ÿGQÿUWÿnmQÿ<RQÿGQÿUqbÿ̀fÿsuum<R=QGT<T<:ÿRhÿ
M;QT<GNÿ_MR===;_QTR<=ÿhMRuÿUWÿ@J\]\^ÿG<HÿXYYFZDÿuT_;ÿLTQ[ÿG<QTnRHT;=ÿQRÿ=P;_Tk_ÿuGM|;M=ÿhRMÿT<<;MÿM;QT<GNÿ
_;NNÿQoP;=ÿ̀:M;;<fÿeM<GÿhRMÿG<:NTR<ÿj;NN=ÿ̀jfÿjGNnT<HT<ÿhRMÿiRMTR<QGNÿj;NN=ÿ̀ijfÿjGNM;QT<T<ÿhRMÿ=QGMnmM=Qÿ
uG_MT<;ÿj;NN=ÿ̀jfÿUMRQ;T<ÿT<G=;ÿjGNP[Gÿ̀UjÿfÿhRMÿy<eTPRNGMÿj;NN=ÿ̀ejfÿNmQGuT<;ÿxo<Q[;QG=;ÿ
`xfÿhRMÿ~mNN;MÿNTGÿ̀~fbÿ<QTnRHoÿT<hRMuGQTR<ÿT=ÿ:TS;<ÿT<ÿxmPPN;u;<QGMoÿgGnN;ÿxbÿ̀fÿj;NNÿ_Rm<Qÿ_[G<:;=ÿ
Rhÿ;G_[ÿT<<;MÿM;QT<GNÿ_;NNÿQoP;ÿT<ÿXYYFZDÿM;QT<G=>ÿPM;=;<Q;HÿG=ÿu;G<ÿ_;NNÿ<mun;MÿM;NGQTS;ÿQRÿ@J\]\^>ÿLTQ[ÿ;MMRMÿ
nGM=ÿM;PM;=;<QT<:ÿ=QG<HGMHÿ;MMRMÿRhÿu;G<ÿ̀x~>ÿ<ÿÿWfbÿÿÿqbqV>ÿ<b=bÿÿ<RQÿ=T:<Tk_G<QÿnoÿQLRLGoÿzybÿ
ÿx_[;uGQT_ÿHTG:MGuÿ=[RLT<:ÿL[;<ÿPMR:;<TQRM=ÿRhÿ;G_[ÿM;QT<GNÿ_;NNÿQoP;ÿ;OTQÿQ[;ÿ_;NNÿ_o_N;bÿGMNonRM<ÿ_;NNÿ
QoP;=ÿT<_NmH;ÿj>ÿij>ÿG<HÿjR<;ÿ̀NT:[Qÿ:MGoÿGMMRL=fÿNGQ;nRM<ÿ_;NNÿQoP;=ÿT<_NmH;ÿRH>ÿej>ÿG<Hÿ~ÿ̀nNG_|ÿnGM=fbÿ
T};M;<Qÿ=mnQoP;=ÿRhÿGuG_MT<;ÿ_;NN=ÿ̀j=fÿGM;ÿnRM<ÿGQÿnRQ[ÿ;GMNoÿG<HÿNGQ;ÿQTu;=ÿ̀T<HT_GQ;HÿnoÿHGM|ÿ:MGoÿnGMfbÿ
`fÿsuum<R=QGT<T<:ÿRhÿUqÿM;QT<GNÿ_MR===;_QTR<=ÿhRMÿuGM|;M=ÿRhÿ;GMNonRM<ÿ_;NNÿQoP;=ÿeM<GÿhRMÿj>ÿy<;_mQVÿ
`yjVfÿhRMÿij>ÿUÿGNP[Gÿ̀UGfÿhRMÿ;GMNonRM<ÿjÿG<Hÿ ¡ÿhRMÿjR<;bÿ̀¢fÿ£;ÿ<mun;MÿRhÿ_;NN=ÿM;G_QTS;ÿhRMÿ
;G_[ÿuGM|;MÿP;MÿM;QT<Gÿ_MR===;_QTR<ÿLG=ÿ_Rm<Q;Hbÿ;=mNQ=ÿGM;ÿPM;=;<Q;HÿG=ÿu;G<ÿ_;NNÿ<mun;MÿM;NGQTS;ÿQRÿ@J\]\^ÿ
LTQ[ÿ;MMRMÿnGM=ÿM;PM;=;<QT<:ÿx~bÿ<b=bÿÿ<RQÿ=T:<Tk_G<QÿnoÿQLRLGoÿzyÿLTQ[ÿgm|;o¤=ÿumNQTPN;ÿ_RuPGMT=R<=ÿ
`<ÿÿfb
:;<;=>ÿ@ABC>ÿDEFÿG<HÿIJKAF>ÿL;M;ÿGNNÿ;OPM;==;HÿGQÿNRL;MÿN;S;N=ÿT<ÿUVWÿXYYFZDÿM;VQWT>V<lG>W=WÿQ[G<ÿ@J\]\^ÿ_R<QMRN=ÿ
`aT:bÿdefbÿDEFÿG<HÿIJKAF>ÿL[T_[ÿ;<_RH;ÿQLRÿga=ÿ;==;<QTGNÿhRMÿijÿhGQ;ÿ=P;_Tk_GQTR< >ÿL;M;ÿM;Hm_;Hÿnoÿpqrÿ
G<Hÿlqr>ÿM;=P;_QTS;No>ÿT<ÿUVWÿXYYFZDbÿs<ÿ_R<QMG=Q>ÿMRHt_R<;ÿ:;<;=ÿL;M;ÿ:;<;MGNNoÿ;OPM;==;HÿGQÿ=TuTNGMÿRMÿM;NGQTS;Noÿ
[T:[;MÿN;S;N=ÿT<ÿnRQ[ÿXYYFv\wÿG<HÿXYYFZDÿ_RuPGM;HÿQRÿQ[;ÿ_R<QMRN=ÿ̀aT:bÿdjfbÿxT<_;ÿQ[;ÿyz{ÿQ[T_|<;==ÿRhÿXYYFZDÿ
M;QT<G=ÿLG=ÿM;NGQTS;Noÿm<G};_Q;Hÿ̀xmPPN;u;<QGMoÿaT:bÿxV~f>ÿT<_M;G=;HÿMRHt_R<;ÿ:;<;ÿ;OPM;==TR<ÿNT|;NoÿM;;_Q=ÿQ[;ÿ
H;_M;G=;ÿT<ÿRQ[;Mÿ_;NNÿQoP;=ÿQ[GQÿ_R<QMTnmQ;ÿQRÿQRQGNÿM;QT<GNÿz>ÿG=ÿGÿM;=mNQÿRhÿPM;h;M;<QTGNÿT<<;Mÿ<;mMR<ÿM;Hm_QTR<=ÿ
`xmPPN;u;<QGMoÿaT:bÿxVzfb
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ÿÿÿ_Usb^UQb]ÿ[\SUgYÿQUhg`aUQ^bÿmYÿa\^`aUQ^bÿb[i[b^S]ÿ̀lÿ\[SUÿig`aUQ^S̀gÿbU\\YnÿÿbTUd[S^bÿ_^[ag[dÿ
YT`f^QaÿUciUg^dUQS[\ÿYSg[SUa]ÿl̀gÿ\[tU\^Qaÿ\[SUrt`gQÿbU\\Yÿwÿd`hYUÿihiYÿfUgUÿPÿ^QkUbSU_ÿf^STÿ_nÿXSÿquÿ
gUS^Q[YÿfUgUÿb`\\UbSU_ÿS̀ÿb`hQSÿQhdtUgYÿ̀lÿl̀hgÿ\[SUrt`gQÿbU\\ÿS]iUYnÿxe¡ÿ¢^YSg^thS^`Qÿ̀lÿ_ÿi`Y^S^mUÿbU\\Yÿ
xgU_zÿ^Qÿ¢XPr\[tU\U_ÿÿxzÿ[Q_ÿÿx¡zÿquÿgUS^Q[ÿbg`YYrYUbS^`QYnÿPQYUgSYÿx£e¤e£e¤zÿYT`fÿ_US[^\Yÿ[Sÿ
T^aTUgÿd[aQ^sb[S^`Qÿ̀lÿSTUÿ[gU[Yÿ^Q_^b[SU_nÿx¥zÿ¦h[QS^sb[S^`Qÿ̀lÿ_ÿi`Y^S^mUÿbU\\Yÿ[bg`YYÿUQS^gUÿgUS^Q[\ÿbg`YYr
YUbS^`QYeÿSTgUUÿYUbS^`QYÿiUgÿY[di\Uÿ[Q_ÿSTgUUÿY[di\UYÿiUgÿaUQ`S]iUnÿVUYh\SYÿ[gUÿgUigUYUQSU_ÿ[YÿdU[Qÿ§ÿonÿ
f`rf[]ÿXW¨©Xeÿªª«ÿ¬ÿnqnÿx®zÿVUS^Q[ÿYUbS^`QYÿ\[tU\U_ÿl̀gÿ_ÿxgU_zÿfUgUÿb`rYS[^QU_ÿf^STÿ[QS^t`_^UYÿ
l̀gÿbU\\ÿl[SUÿd[gjUgYÿxagUUQzÿ[Yÿ^Q_^b[SU_nÿxzÿU\\ÿb`hQSYÿl̀gÿSTUÿ_^{UgUQSÿbU\\ÿS]iUYÿ_Ug^mU_ÿlg`dÿwÿ_r
\[tU\U_ÿig`aUQ^S̀gÿbU\\Yÿ^QÿÿgUS^Q[YÿxgU_ÿt[gYzeÿQ`gd[\^¯U_ÿS̀ÿb`hQSYÿlg`dÿÿ\^SSUgd[SUYnÿgg`gÿt[gYÿ
gUigUYUQSÿoÿlg`dÿSTgUUÿt^`\`a^b[\ÿgUi\^b[SUYÿxQÿ°ÿwznÿª«ÿ¬ÿn±eÿQnYnÿ°ÿQ`SÿY^aQ^sb[QSÿt]ÿSf`rf[]ÿXW¨©Xÿf^STÿ
^_[j£Yÿdh\S^i\Uÿb`di[g^Y`QYn

:;<=>?@ÿB>C;DEF=;>?<ÿE>?<;<=@?=ÿG;=HÿIJK<@LÿF?FMN<;<OÿPQÿSTUÿVWXYUZÿ[Q[\]Y^Yÿ[Q_ÿT^YS`\`a^b[\ÿ
Uc[d^Q[S^`QYeÿfUÿfUgUÿYhgig^YU_ÿS`ÿYUUÿST[SÿSTUÿg`_ÿiT`S`gUbUiS`gYeÿfT^bTÿd[jUÿhiÿSTUÿd[k̀g^S]ÿ̀lÿgUS^Q[\ÿbU\\Yeÿ
\``jÿgU\[S^mU\]ÿQ`gd[\nÿXYÿoppqÿ^YÿjQ`fQÿS`ÿ[bS^m[SUÿbU\\ÿS]iUrYiUb^sbÿaUQUÿUcigUYY^`Qÿt]ÿdUST]\[S^`Qÿ̀lÿ\]Y^QUÿ
uÿ̀lÿT^YS`QUÿvwÿxvwyuzeÿfUÿf`Q_UgU_ÿT`fÿ\UmU\Yÿ̀lÿSTUYUÿT^YS`QUÿd[gjYÿ[gUÿ[{UbSU_ÿ^QÿdhS[QSYnÿ|T`\UÿgUS^Q[\ÿ
UcSg[bSYÿ_^Yi\[]U_ÿQ`ÿ_^{UgUQbUYÿ^Qÿ\UmU\Yÿ̀lÿvwyudUwÿ̀gÿSTUÿgUigUYY^mUÿd[gjÿvwy}~dUwÿ^QÿÿmYnÿÿ
b`QSg`\ÿd^bUÿxhii\UdUQS[g]ÿ^anÿXeznÿhgSTUgd`gUeÿ^ddhQ`YS[^Q^Qaÿl̀gÿYUmUg[\ÿd`_^sU_ÿT^YS̀QUYeÿ^Qb\h_^Qaÿ
STUÿ[bS^mUÿd[gjYÿvwyudU}eÿvwyudUwÿ[Q_ÿvwÿ[QrXbÿ[Q_ÿSTUÿgUigUYY^mUÿd[gjÿvwy}~dUweÿYT`fU_ÿQ`ÿag`YYÿ_^lr
lUgUQbUYÿtUSfUUQÿbU\\ÿS]iUYÿf^ST^QÿÿgUS^Q[Yÿ̀gÿfTUQÿb`di[gU_ÿS̀ÿÿb`QSg`\ÿY[di\UYÿxhii\UdUQS[g]ÿ
^anÿznÿ`aUSTUgeÿSTUYUÿgUYh\SYÿYhaaUYSÿST[SÿSTUgUÿdhYSÿtUÿ̀STUgÿdUbT[Q^YdYÿS̀ÿb`diUQY[SUÿl̀gÿSTUÿ\`YYÿ̀lÿoppqÿ
^Qÿah^_^Qaÿ_UmU\`idUQSÿ[Q_ÿd[^QSUQ[QbUÿ̀lÿiT`S̀gUbUiS̀gYÿ[Q_ÿY`dUÿ̀STUgÿgUS^Q[\ÿbU\\ÿS]iUYn
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ÿ¡ÿ{ÿ[aÿZ`¢W[Z`rÿnVZÿ^iiZViZ[^T̀ÿ_`SSgTfi`gai`_[l_ÿX`]`ÿ̀kiZ`aa[V]xÿb£eÿ¤Ra`¢ÿ^]^Sfa[aÿ^Tÿ{ÿ
biSVTT̀rÿ^aÿTU`ÿZ^T[VÿVnÿTZ^]a_Z[iTaÿ[]ÿsttuvwÿpaÿ¥¦§ẗ©ªÿa^oiS̀aeÿaUVmaÿVp`ZgZ`iZ`a`]T^T[V]ÿVnÿ¤Vrÿb¤ejÿdV]`ÿ
bdeÿ^]rÿXS[^SÿbeÿX`]`aÿ^]rÿZ`rW_T[V]ÿVnÿ[]]`ZgZ`T[]^ÿ]`WZV]ÿX`]`aÿ[]ÿsttugr`l_[`]TÿZ`T[]^axÿb«eÿ¬W^]T[T^T[p`ÿ
b¢e¤ygd¤ÿp`Z[l_^T[V]ÿVnÿa`S̀_T̀rÿUVZ[\V]T^SÿX`]`ÿ̀kiZ`aa[V]ÿ^Tÿ{ÿ[]ÿsttu®ÿ^]rÿsttuvwÿZ`T[]^aÿZ`S^T[p`ÿTVÿ
ÿS[TT̀Zo^T̀axÿZ[o`Zÿa`¢W`]_`aÿ^Z`ÿX[p`]ÿ[]ÿ̄WiiS̀o`]T^Zfÿy^hS̀ÿ̄°xÿb±eÿ¢¤ygd¤ÿp`Z[l_^T[V]ÿVnÿa`S̀_T̀rÿ
ZVrÿ^]rÿ_V]`ÿX`]`ÿ̀kiZ`aa[V]ÿ^Tÿ{xÿ¤`aWSTaÿ^Z`ÿiZ`a`]T̀rÿ^aÿnVSrg`kiZ`aa[V]ÿZ`S^T[p`ÿTVÿÿa^oiS̀aÿÿ̄²ÿ
b]ÿ³ÿ°exÿ́µÿ¶ÿxjÿ́´µÿ¶ÿx{ÿ_Voi^Z`rÿTVÿÿhfÿTmVgm^fÿRz·Rÿm[TUÿyW`fa̧ÿoWST[iS̀ÿ_Voi^Z[aV]ax

:;
;<ÿ>?@AB?CADÿ>BEFGHIEÿIJ?ÿBCI?KFBIDÿLMÿJLFBNLCIOPÿA?PPEQÿRSTUVWXUÿUVZ[\V]T^Sÿ_`SSaÿbcdeÿ^Z`ÿ^]ÿ
`^ZSfghVZ]ÿ_`SSÿTfi`jÿTU`[ZÿX`]`ÿ̀kiZ`aa[V]ÿiZVlS̀ÿm^aÿV]`ÿVnÿTU`ÿoVaTÿa`p`Z`Sfÿ^q`_T`rÿ[]ÿsttuvwÿZ`T[]^axÿyVÿ

r`T̀Zo[]`ÿmU`TU`ZÿTU[aÿ_U^]X`ÿZ`aWST̀rÿnZVoÿ^ST̀Z`rÿ_`SSÿn^T̀ÿai`_[l_^T[V]ÿVZÿr`ǹ_T[p`ÿ_`SSÿo^[]T̀]^]_`jÿm`ÿi`Zg
nVZo`rÿ[ooW]VaT^[][]Xÿ^{TjÿTUZ``ÿiVaT]^T^Sÿ^X`aÿnVZÿzd{ÿb|[Xxÿ~Rejÿ^ÿTZ^]a_Z[iT[V]ÿn^_TVZÿ̀aa`]T[^SÿnVZÿcdÿn^T`ÿ
ai`_[l_^T[V]ÿ^]rÿaWZp[p^S xÿRTÿjÿhVTUÿsttuvwÿ^]rÿÿ_V]TZVSÿZ`T[]^aÿaUVm`rÿ_Voi^Z^hS̀ÿ]Woh`Zaÿ^]rÿ
SV_^T[V]aÿVnÿzd{ÿÿcdaÿb|[Xxÿ~RdexÿWajÿ[][T[^Sÿcdÿai`_[l_^T[V]ÿ^]rÿo[XZ^T[V]ÿ^ii`^Z`rÿ]VZo^Sÿ[]ÿsttuvwÿ
Z`T[]^axÿRTÿjÿzd{ÿÿcdaÿm`Z`ÿS^ZX`Sfÿo^[]T^[]`rÿ[]ÿsttuvwÿZ`T[]^aÿb|[Xxÿ~|exÿcVm`p`Zjÿhfÿ{jÿTU`ÿ]Woh`Zÿ
Vnÿzd{ÿÿcdaÿ[]ÿsttuvwÿZ`T[]^aÿrZVii`rÿa[X][l_^]TSfÿTVÿS̀aaÿTU^]ÿÿVnÿTU`ÿ_V]TZVSaÿb|[Xxÿ~exÿ`ÿzd{ÿ
aT^[][]Xÿ[]T`]a[Tfÿm^aÿ^SaVÿrZ^o^T[_^SSfÿZ`rW_`rÿ[]ÿTU`ÿZ`o^[][]Xÿcdaÿ_Voi^Z`rÿTVÿTUVa`ÿ[]ÿTU`ÿ_V]TZVSÿZ`T[]^aÿ
b|[Xxÿ~cÿpaÿejÿaWXX`aT[]XÿTU^TÿsttuvwÿcdaÿSVa`ÿTU`[Zÿ[]T̀XZ[Tfÿ^]rVZÿr[`ÿh`Tm``]ÿÿ^]rÿ{x
yVÿ_V]lZoÿZ`rW_T[V]aÿ[]ÿcdaÿ^]rÿZ`p`^Sÿ_U^]X`aÿ[]ÿTU`ÿcdÿoVa^[_ÿ^]rÿ]`WZ[T`ÿr[aTZ[hWT[V]jÿm`ÿi`ZnVZo`rÿ
_Vg[ooW]VaT^[][]XÿnVZÿd^Sh[]r[]ÿ^]rÿ`WZVlS^o`]Tÿb|eÿV]ÿ{zÿZ`T[]^ÿa`_T[V]aÿ^]rÿ^TgoVW]TaxÿU[S̀ÿ^]T[g
hVr[`aÿTVÿ|ÿS^h`Sÿcdÿ^kV]ajÿd^Sh[]r[]ÿo^Zaÿcdÿ^]rÿRdÿaVo^T^ÿ^]rÿr`]rZ[T`aÿ[]ÿZ`T[]^ÿ_ZVaaÿa`_T[V]axÿ
]ÿÿZ`T[]^ajÿ[]T`]a`SfÿaT^[]`rÿd^Sh[]r[]giVa[T[p`ÿcdÿaVo^T^ÿ^Z`ÿiVa[T[V]`rÿ^TÿTU`ÿhVZr`Zÿh`Tm``]ÿÿ
^]rÿzjÿmU[S̀ÿS[XUTSfgaT^[]`rÿd^Sh[]r[]giVa[T[p`ÿRdÿaVo^T^ÿ^Z`ÿSV_^T`rÿ[]ÿTU`ÿ[]]`Zÿÿ^]rÿdÿb|[Xxÿ~exÿ
dVoi^Z`rÿTVÿTU`ÿ_V]TZVSajÿsttuvwÿZ`T[]^aÿU^rÿǹm`Zÿ^]rÿn^[]T`Zÿd^Sh[]r[]giVa[T[p`ÿcdaÿb|[Xxÿ~jÿmU[T`ÿ^ZZVmg
U`^raeÿ^]rÿRdaÿb|[Xxÿ~jÿmU[T̀ÿ^ZZVmaexÿ]ÿ^rr[T[V]jÿTU`ÿoWT^]Tÿzÿ^ii`^Z`rÿTU[]]`Zÿ^]rÿTU`ÿÿS^o[]^`ÿoVZ`ÿ
r[aVZX^][\`rÿ[]ÿsttuvwÿZ`T[]^Sÿa`_T[V]aÿ^Tÿ{zxÿ`kTjÿm`ÿi`ZnVZo`rÿ_V]nV_^Sÿo[_ZV_VifÿTVÿp[aW^S[\`ÿTU`ÿcdÿ
iS^]`ÿV]ÿ^TgoVW]T̀rÿZ`T[]^aÿ_VgaT^[]`rÿnVZÿd^Sh[]r[]ÿbZ`reÿ^]rÿ|ÿbXZ``]exÿ]ÿsttuvwÿZ`T[]^ajÿd^Sh[]r[]ÿÿcdÿ
aVo^T^ÿ^]rÿr`]rZ[T̀aÿm`Z`ÿai^Za`Zÿ^]rÿn^[]T̀ZÿTU^]ÿ[]ÿÿ_V]TZVSaÿb|[Xxÿ~ÿpaÿexÿ^]fÿcdÿ^kV]aÿ[]ÿsttuvwÿ
Z`T[]^ÿm`Z`ÿaUVZTÿ^]rÿ^h]VZo^Sÿ[]ÿ^ii`^Z^]_`jÿaVo`ÿZ`TZ^_T̀rÿTVÿTU`ÿ_`SSÿhVrfÿVZÿ^kV]^Sÿam`SS[]Xaÿb|[Xxÿ~jÿmU[T̀ÿ
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;<=>?@ÿBCÿEFFGÿHIÿJKLMHJKNÿOPJÿQPJHRPSTUVÿWKVVÿHSTKXJHTYZÿ[KTHSUVÿWJPII\IKWTHPSIÿPOÿ]^_`_aÿUSNÿbccdefÿgHWKÿUTÿ
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